
Website Care Plans



We know that for a website to be a success, the hard work doesn’t stop 
when it goes live. Get peace of mind knowing that someone is taking 

care of your website and the investment you have made in it.

Using our in house expertise and high grade, specialist servers, we will 
take care of your website for you. We keep it up and running, fast, safe 

and up to date, so that you get the very best out of it. Plus, we are at the 
end of the phone if you need us for anything.

All our hosting packages include the following, (listed below) and 
start at £20 a month with a 3 month rolling contract.

At £49 a month you get an hour, rising to 1.5 hrs at £59 and 2 hours at 
£99 a month, of graphic design and or development work to use to 

keep your site current, make any changes you need that you can’t do 
or don't have the time to do. You also get reduced or free work on 

bug fixing and hack fixing should those incidents arise.



1) Specialist, business grade hosting, tuned for Wordpress with 
server-side caching
Ensures you site loads quickly and smoothly, important for your users
and for your Google ranking

2) All Wordpress updates taken once confirmed safe
Hugely important, Wordpress is open source software, regularly issuing
updates to block hack threats and improve the technology.

3) NGINX as the standard, (much faster than Apache)
Ensures your site loads quickly and smoothly, important for your users
and for your Google ranking

4) Daily back-ups
For your peace of mind

5) 99.99% uptime guarantee
Better for your users, peace of mind for you

6) SSL Certificate powered by Let’s Encrypt to give your site a boost in 
both SEO and security
End to end encryption (green lock in tool bar) keeps your site and your
data safer, helps with your Google ranking - Google Chrome, the most
used browser in the UK will mark your site insecure without one.

7) Solid security and malware monitoring plus intelligent IP Blocking & 
Limited password attempts for extra protection from hacking
Hacking and cyber crime are a huge global issue, these are steps you
can take to protect yourself

As Standard



8) VPS, (not shared) Server
Quicker, safer

10) Upgrade at any point
Flexibility

11) Free go live process including domain pointing and management of A
record and DNS
Takes the e�ort and pressure o� getting your site live and public

Basic - £20 A 
Month 

Basic Plus - £49 A 
Month 

Most Popular - 
Professional £59 A 
Month 

Professional Plus 
- £99 A Month 

Support, Changes, 
Help And Advice 

Self managed, 
additional support 

on pay as you go 
basis if required 

1 hour a month of 
graphic design & 
development. 
Guaranteed 
response within 

2 WORKING 
DAYS 
Email support 

1.5 hours a month 
of graphic design & 
development.  
Guaranteed 
response within 

1 WORKING 

DAY 
telephone & email 
support 

2.5 hours a month 
of graphic design & 
development.  
Guaranteed 
response with 

3 WORKING 
HOURS 
telephone and 
email support 

Bug Fixes And 
Hack Repairs 

self managed or 
£65 an hour on a 
pay as required 
basis 

self managed or 
£45 an hour on a 
pay as required 
basis 

Free of charge Free of charge 

Disk Space Up to 2GB Up to 3GB Up to 4GB Up to 5GB 

Bandwidth 50GB 100GB 175GB 250GB 

Monthly Traffic 1000 visits 5000 visits 10000 visits 20000 visits 

9) Short term contract (min 90 days)
Flexibility

All packages are payable monthly by direct debit, there is no fixed term contract. Cancellation is required in writing with 90 days notice.
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